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CRYSTALRubberSolution

CRYSTAL Rubber Factory serves several industrial markets. Discover our wide

portfolio: Test Plugs, Rubber rings, Rubber feet and CV boots. At CRYSTAL

Rubber, we work in close cooperation with our customers to develop new and

improved rubber parts according to our key principles of BETTER, SAFER and

EASIER to use.

Rely on us

Innovative Rubber Solutions
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Unique and comprehensive  

expertise in rubber industry

Rubber parts from CRYSTAL RUBBER – to meet every challenge

At CRYSTAL RUBBER, we believe that every piece of rubber has a story. From everyday

solutions to saving lives in the medical field – it all comes down to the strength of a

single piece.

CRYSTAL RUBBER is one of the leaders of rubber manufacturing located in United Arab

Emirates and has operations in Middle East and African countries like Saudi Arabia,

Kuwait, Bahrain, Oman, Qatar, Iran, Ethiopia, Nigeria and Tanzania.

CRYSTAL had worked to solve the world's toughest rubber challenges, innovate new

solutions and gain industry expertise that sets us apart from competitors. With

extensive in-house capabilities, our products are designed, engineered and

manufactured in United Arab Emirates.

Over years, we've built a team of expert engineers who push the boundaries of rubber

design and continue to advance rubber material science. Today, we are a leading

designer and manufacturer of rubber seals, CV boots, ladder feet and test plugs serving

the needs of countless industries around the world.

About CRYSTAL
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Our company has the capacity to manufacture parts in

accordance with the highest standards.

CRYSTAL RUBBER team comprises of a highly experienced engineers, who are well

acquainted with the needs of customers from diverse industries. Their breadth of

knowledge and engineering expertise enables the company to offer feasible solution for

special application requirements of the clients. Latest 3D software are used to

conceptualize innovative designs concepts and translate them into functional parts.

CRYSTAL's unmatched expertise helps the customers to solve industry specific and multi

technology challenges.

We are a trusted molded rubber parts manufacturer for

construction industry and its suppliers. we have the capabilities

and expertise to supply quality rubber parts on time.

Construction & Engineering

Industries We Serve
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There are an amazing number of rubber parts in a single

automobile. CRYSTAL RUBBER has a reputation for excellence in

the automotive industry.

Automotive & Transportation

New improved formulations of rubber are regularly developed to

further enhance the quality standards achievable in ant-slip and

high grip to meet the latest market demand.

Ladders,  Scaffolding and Furniture

CRYSTAL RUBBER Products provides businesses in marine and

chemical industries with quality rubber components customized

for their applications.

Marine and Chemical

We have served various customers in many different rubber parts

for their OEM application.

General Industries
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Standard Products, OEM Quality

CRYSTAL RUBBER manufacture standard molded rubber parts made from

various elastomers in different shapes, sizes, styles, and compounds.

Selecting the best elastomer for an application requires a thorough

understanding of the end-use conditions and performance requirements.

Rely on our material expertise for advanced rubber compounds that meet

your unique demands.

Typically suitable for more arduous duties such as long immersion

in water even with higher temperatures or in contact with

aggressive oils and chemicals.

Test Plugs

Slandered Products
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Rubber ring specially designed to fit in PVC pipes to use it as seal

to prevent leak, Available in different dimensions, our range is

acknowledged for its durability, abrasion resistance and high

elasticity.

3S Rubber Rings

This product is used ls in areas of lubrication by professionals.

Most professionals say their plants use lip seals to control

contaminant.

Lip Seal Rubber Rings

Our product is for the aluminum step ladder's rubber feet .

The rubber feet is adopt quality rubber material, good floor

gripping, safe and durable to use.

Ladder Feet

We manufacture Axle Covers for a wide range of vehicle brands.

We don`t compromise on quality so these rubber axel covers are

tested for durability and endurance to movement and high

temperatures.

CV Boots
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For all rubber solutions from CRYSTAL Group visit  

www.crystalrbr.com or contact us via info@crystalrbr.com
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Our Services

CRYSTAL RUBBER is a leader in rubber molded parts and

products, that meet specifics of our customers' needs. We have

over a 95% customer retention rate and base our entire business

on our Mission: Responsiveness ~ From Design To Delivery. We

provides personalized, personal service and assistance every step

along the way making the design and purchase of rubber molded

parts easy.

Custom Rubber Parts

CRYSTAL recycling solvents system can produce an economical

and saving benefits to customers, as well as a line with clean

environment practice. Our Solvent recycling service is designed to

reduce disposal of your company's waste, and its cost. where it

can make your production more efficient and will take care of the

headache of disposing hazardous chemicals.

Solvent Recycling

We will definitely find the right solution for you

Our technically trained sales engineers have extensive product knowledge

along with application and industry experience. This experience and

specialization allows the most efficient solution to be quickly recommended

to customers, saving invaluable time.
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CRYSTAL Ind. Factory
United Arab Emirates

T +971 6 535-4507

F +971 6 535-4506

info@crystalrbr.com 
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The aim of our technical documents is to inform and advise our customers. The

information provided herein is correct to the best of CRYSTAL Group‘s knowledge. No

liability for any errors, facts or opinions is accepted. Customers must satisfy themselves

as to the suitability of this product for their application. No responsibility for any loss as

a result of any person placing reliance on any material contained herein will be

accepted.

You are welcome to contact

us for further information.
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